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The Potential of TerraSAR-X to Observe Wind Wave
Interaction at the Ice Edge
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Abstract—This paper performs a study on sea state and wind
fields at the ice edge boundary by utilizing information from different sources including synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite
imagery, weather and sea state analyses from the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, shipborne in-situ measurements, and AMSR2 ice charts. The basis is a Stripmap scene from
the TerraSAR-X satellite acquired on October 18, 2015, at ∼18
UTC, in support of the cruise of the research vessel R/V Sikuliaq in
the Beaufort/Chukchi Sea. This scene covers an area with a length
of more than 100 km and comprises both the marginal ice zone and,
for the largest part, open water. The wave and wind field is retrieved
from satellite at high spatial resolution using empirical retrieval algorithms. These algorithms are XWAVE and XMOD-2 specifically
developed for X-Band SAR. XWAVE allows for determining the
significant wave height not only for long swell waves, but also for
short waves with their wave pattern being hardly visible from SAR.
The latter is based on the analysis of image spectrum parameters
and spectral noise. As well, the possibility of the imaging quality
of longer waves visible from SAR being affected by SAR-specific
nonlinear imaging effects is narrowed down. Both the wave and
wind field are found to exhibit considerable spatial variability, and
their relationship is analyzed. The relevance of the findings of this
study with respect to wave/ice modeling is discussed.
Index Terms—Arctic marginal seas, marginal ice zone (MIZ),
sea state, TerraSAR-X, wind.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N THE context of a changing sea ice and wave climate, the
build-up of ocean waves in ice-free parts of the Arctic seas
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and their impact on both the coastline and marginal ice zone
(MIZ) gain growing attention. The reduction of Arctic sea ice
over the last few decades has been yielding the first indications
for increasing wind fetch and an increase in wave generation
[26]. Related sea state trends are governed by different factors
including the timing and amount of ice retreat in summertime
and the frequency and strength of wind forcing. In general,
those trends are based on satellite climatology and model runs.
Current efforts are undertaken to improve the representation of
ice in sea state models, among others by means of observations,
e.g., [27].
In recent years, several strong swell wave events in Arctic
waters have been recorded by in-situ measurements during ship
campaigns [5]. Consistency checks with models were performed
to interpret observations [2]. Moreover, case studies on swell
wave events in the MIZ were conducted using synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) imagery from satellites [1], [8], [21]. Article [8]
is based on a Stripmap scene from the TerraSAR-X satellite
(TS-X), which provides a snapshot of two different swell wave
systems penetrating deeply into the MIZ off the coast of Eastern
Greenland. Different sources of wavelength variability, both ice
and nonice related, were identified, and the results were crosschecked with a model hindcast from the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
In the following, a case study with a focus on sea state variability at the open-water side of the ice edge is performed. The
basis is a TS-X scene in the Beaufort/Chukchi Sea acquired on
October 18, 2015, in support of the cruise of the research vessel
R/V Sikuliaq. For the cruise report, see [25]. Further information on the cruise support by TS-X satellite images can be found
in [14]. Here, wind measurements from R/V Sikuliaq are utilized to provide understanding of the meteorological conditions
and to rule out the possibility of some 180◦ direction ambiguity
remaining from wind analysis of SAR images.
It is noted that sea state variability in the vicinity of the ice
edge is of importance with respect to the ocean–atmosphere–ice
interaction. As indicated in the modeling study of [3], airflow in
the marine atmospheric boundary layer is affected differently by
different types of sea state. By implication, accounting for the
sea state variability is crucial for the successful implementation
of ocean–atmosphere interactions into wave and ice models.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the TS-X
scene that is the basis for subsequent analysis is introduced,
and an overview on the methods of retrieving sea state and
wind parameters from SAR satellite images is given. In Section
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Fig. 1. Left to right: Stripmap scene from TerraSAR-X acquired on October
18, 2015, at ca. 18 UTC. For the geographical position of the scene, see Fig. 2.
From bottom to top, the scene is divided into four images, numbered as 1–4. On
the right, images 4 and 1 are given enlarged. The upper part of image 4 shows
ice-infested water. Below, this is followed by open water. The latter exhibits
currents which appear as line patterns (not under analysis in the following).
In the open-water portion of the scene, wind streaks are visible. In image 1
(enlarged on the right), a red arrow gives the approximate streak direction. By
implication, wind direction from northeast is indicated (see also Fig. 9).

III, the meteo-marine situation on the day of data acquisition
is described. Weather and sea state forecasts from ECMWF,
in-situ measurements from R/V Sikuliaq, and an ice chart from
AMSR2 are used. Section IV reproduces empirically gathered
knowledge on wind wave growth under fetch-limited condition,
which is relevant in this study. Section V presents the results and
a discussion. First, the sea state and wind data resulting from
the TS-X scene are described comprehensively, and sources for
identified sea state variability are discussed. Second, the role
of SAR-specific nonlinear imaging effects is analyzed. Third, a
consistency check with ECMWF data is performed. The findings
of this study are summarized in Section VI.
II. SEA STATE AND WIND DATA FROM THE
TERRASAR-X SATELLITE
The core of the TS-X instrumentation is a SAR, which operates at X-band, i.e., at a wavelength of 3.1 cm. As any SAR observation, TS-X is practically independent of sunlight and cloud
conditions. For details, see http://www.dlr.de/TerraSAR-X.
TS-X scenes are acquired in different imaging modes and
polarizations. For the mode of single-polarized Stripmap
imaging, the recommended performance range (RPR) was
specified to comprise incidence angles from around 20–45◦ [7].
Here, a Stripmap scene from October 18, 2015, at ca. 18
UTC, is under analysis. It was acquired in VV polarization (VV
means vertical–vertical), which is widely used for ocean applications. The incidence angle at satellite acquisition was around
26.5◦ . The scene is shown in Fig. 1. Its geographical position is
highlighted by a black polygon inside an ice concentration map
in Fig. 2.
Among a list of TS-X scenes accompanying the Sikuliaq
cruise (catalogue accessible via EOWEB—Earth Observation
Data Service—DLR), this scene was selected for case study as
it provides a snapshot of considerable gradients of significant
wave height (HS ) and wind speed. This is a suitable condition

Fig. 2. For October 18, 2015, a local sea ice concentration map off the northwest coast of Alaska is shown. It is based on data from AMSR2 [22]. Color
scale on the right. Gray/white color is open water/land, respectively. The area
of the Stripmap scene from TerraSAR-X, presented in Fig. 1, is highlighted by
a black polygon. The curved black line is the track of R/V Sikuliaq on this day,
with the numbers showing the ship location at the given hour (UTC).

for analyzing the relationship between both. Moreover, the wind
speed is not more than moderate. Otherwise, sea state patterns
might be strongly overlaid by wind features in the SAR image,
which usually appear as wind streaks. They are overlaid to the
sea surface and typically originate from water/land (or water/ice)
boundaries. In the Arctic, those wind patterns are believed to be
enhanced by atmospheric instability arising from the advection
of relatively cold Arctic air over open water.
TS-X Stripmap scenes have a width of 30 km in the crossflight direction of the satellite, and their in-flight length may
extend up to several hundred kilometers. The spatial resolution
of the Stripmap mode is around 3 m. The Stripmap scene used
in the following is of multilook ground range detected (MGD)
type. MGD processing involves ground-range projection, i.e.,
conversion from slant-range to ground-range coordinates (as
widely known, range is synonymous with the cross-flight direction of the satellite). As well, speckle noise is reduced by
applying the multilooking technique. MGD is a default product
type having a pixel spacing of 1.25 × 1.25 m. Stripmap scenes
are subdivided into single images of typically 30 × 50 km.
With the TS-X satellite having a relatively low orbit of only
∼500 km altitude, SAR-specific nonlinear imaging effects of
ocean waves are of relatively small importance. The azimuthal
cutoff of waves, which is one of these effects, minimizes for
waves traveling close to the range direction. TS-X is able to
image ocean waves down to ∼30 m length without being subject
to cutoff in imaging. This is based on empirical knowledge from
large amounts of wavelengths detected by TS-X [18, appendix].
In the following, sea state and wind field analysis is applied to
Stripmap images from TS-X. For sea state analysis, image subscenes undergo 2-D fast Fourier transformation (FFT) resulting
in a power spectrum each. The positions of the spectral maxima
immediately yield wave parameters such as the peak wavelength
and the direction. Comparisons of the peak wavelength and the
direction from TS-X image spectra and collocated buoy measurements resulted in correlations higher than 90% [4].
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The FFT resolution in the wave number space is given by 2π
L ,
with L being the subscene length. Here, subscenes of ∼ 5 × 5 km
are used. For the subsequent retrieval of Hs , the version of the
XWAVE algorithm described in [19] is employed. This algorithm version was optimized for use in coastal waters. Accordingly, it is able to account for short and random water waves,
which appear in image spectra as noise due to SAR-specific nonlinear imaging effects. Note that the algorithm determines the
total value of HS and does not distinguish between co-occurrent
systems of wind and swell waves. The wind retrieval is based
on the XMOD-2 algorithm [15]. For inferring the wind speed,
a priori knowledge of the wind direction is required. Wind
patterns in SAR images, i.e., the aforementioned wind streaks,
typically provide a priori estimates of the wind direction [12].
Both the HS and the wind algorithm are based on nonlinear
geophysical model functions. These are empirical relationships
including wave/wind parameters, spectral parameters, parameters of the satellite image acquisition geometry, and coefficients.
The identification of parameters and the tuning of coefficients
are based on comparisons of large datasets against collocated
datasets from in-situ measurements or models. The algorithms
perform well for incidence angles in the RPR and beyond, as
follows, e.g., from [13]. Note that these retrievals are designed
for use in ice-free open water. In the following, they are used
to analyze the open-water side of the ice edge, which itself is
ice-free. For this, the Stripmap scene in Fig. 1 is subdivided into
four single images, each of them 30 × 50 km in area. HS and
wind retrieval are applied to images 1–3, not to image 4, which
shows ice-infested water for large parts. Image 4 has a certain
overlap with image 3 so that its ice-free part is still included in
the latter.
III. METEO-MARINE SITUATION
A. Large-Scale Situation
Note that Alaska and North Western Canada were under
anomalous high-pressure influence in October 2015 because
of a persistent Rossby wave pattern [16]. This fact is in line
with the high-pressure influence described below.
The cruise of R/V Sikuliaq was supported by wave and
weather forecasts from different sources. In Fig. 3, a 6-h forecast
of the sea-level pressure and 10-m wind speeds and directions is
shown along with a concurrent 30-h forecast of significant wave
height and mean wave period and direction, both valid at 18 UTC
on October 18, 2015. They were provided by the ECMWF. Note
that these were operational forecasts without true wave ice interaction but the very crude treating of all sea ice areas with
ice concentration above 30% as land (i.e., no waves). The geographical location of the TS-X Stripmap scene is shown in each
panel. During this day, atmospheric low pressure was centered
over west-central Alaska, with two high-pressure centers in the
upper left and upper right of the chart and moving from west
to east, primarily over the newly formed sea ice. A sequence
of charts (not shown here) indicates the eastward progression
of the 1016-hPa isobar at near 74◦ N during the course of this
day. The gradient between these high- and low-pressure centers
produces a moderate to strong easterly wind over the Beaufort
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Sea and north to northeasterly wind over the Chukchi Sea. There
are two maxima of wind speed: one over the Beaufort Sea and
the other over the Chukchi Sea (represented by red color in the
synoptic chart). There is a clear gradient of wind speed in the
proximity of the ice edge, which is near the northern end of
the Stripmap. In the lower chart, the maxima and gradients of
HS obviously follow those of the wind speed.
Around the image acquisition area of TS-X, swell waves from
the east with periods up to 8 s (∼100-m wavelength) and wave
heights up to 1.2–1.5 m are forecasted. Clear gradients of wind
speed and HS are evident along the orientation of the Stripmap
scene.
B. From Regional Scale to Local Scale
Fig. 2 provides a local sea ice concentration map for October 18, 2015. The concentration data are based on AMSR2
[22] available via http://www.meereisportal.de. For the figure, a
latitude–longitude grid of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ was used, with each grid
point assigned the nearest AMSR2 data on this day. In addition,
the area of the TS-X scene introduced in Section II and the daily
track of R/V Sikuliaq are highlighted. For the latter, ship positions are marked by the hour of the day. The map indicates an
area of open water bounded by the Alaska coast to the southeast
and the ice to the north. The Sikuliaq traversed the ice on the
northern edge of the Stripmap between 6 and 9:30 UTC on this
day, about 9–12 h before the Stripmap was acquired.
Wind speed and direction and air and surface temperature
were measured by multiple sensors mounted on the R/V Sikuliaq and immersed in the nearby water. These have been edited
and combined to provide a high-quality dataset [17] and are
presented in Fig. 4 for October 18. Before 15:30 UTC, these
measurements show that the wind was weak (1–3 m·s−1 ) and
coming predominantly from the east–southeast (110◦ ). Since
the ship was traveling through ice being 5–30 cm thick, the
surface temperature was below the sea-water freezing point at
∼−3 ◦ C. The air temperature was colder than the surface by
2–3 ◦ C, indicating that the atmospheric surface layer was unstable, even over the ice. Since the ocean temperature near the
ice edge was either at its freezing point or slightly warmer, as
shown by the surface temperature measured when the ship went
into open water between 17 and 21:30 UTC, any off-ice airflow
would lead to significantly unstable conditions over the adjacent open water. At ∼15:30 UTC, the ship traversed a sharp
transition zone ∼50 km west of the Stripmap location and 2.5 h
before its acquisition. The wind turned to northerly direction
and increased in strength to 9–10 m·s−1 , the air temperature decreased, and the surface pressure increased (not shown). Hence,
this transition zone has characteristics of a frontal feature. Further analysis suggests that this feature was associated with a
band of enhanced boundary layer convection evident in optical
satellite imagery (not shown) and was propagating eastward at
∼5 m·s−1 at the latitude of the ship. The enhanced convection
suggests boundary-layer convergence of airflow, consistent with
the change in wind direction observed by the ship. Furthermore,
this small-scale front-like feature had the same eastward propagation speed as the western high-pressure system shown in
Fig. 3 and appears to be associated with it.
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Fig. 3. ECMWF weather and wave forecast for October 18, 2015, at 18 UTC. (Top) Black arrows indicate the wind direction and speed (length). The wind speed
is also given by colored contours (color scale on the top). (Bottom) In the middle and lower part of the plot, arrows show the mean wave direction and the mean
wave period (color). The color scale of arrows is on the right. Moreover, H S is given by colored contours (H S color scale on top of the plot). In the upper part of
the plot, the contours are colored white to purple instead. Here, the colors indicate ice concentrations of 10%, 20%, . . ., 100%. According to the representation
of ice in the forecast model described in Section III-A, ice concentrations larger than 30% are not overlaid by arrows, i.e., waves are nonexistent.
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cal relationships between wind parameters and wave properties
were derived. They are typically expressed using nondimensional quantities. For the wave energy , wave frequency ω, and
fetch x, their nondimensional counterparts are given by
˜ = 

g2
4
U10

(1)

U10
g

(2)

g
2
U10

(3)

ω̃ = ω
and
x̃ = x

Fig. 4. On-board measurements from R/V Sikuliaq on October 18, 2015.
(Top) Air temperature T a , the surface temperature T skn and T snk , and ocean
freezing point T OFrz are provided. Note that T snk was measured by a thermistor
system, which was deployed only close to open water. That is why it is only
available in the late hours of the day. (Middle and bottom) Wind speed and
direction (in degree from north) are given.

The eastward propagation speed of this front-like transition
zone would have placed it over the ice at the northwestern corner
of the Stripmap scene at the time of the TS-X overpass (∼18
UTC). Hence, the front had not yet reached the area of the TS-X
Stripmap scene at the time of its acquisition. By implication,
the open-water region of the scene is still subject to the weak
winds measured by R/V Sikuliaq before 15:30 UTC. With the
vessel having cruised close to the top-end of the Stripmap scene
(within the ice part of the scene), an easterly wind direction
is expected there accordingly. Wind streaks in the open-water
part of the Stripmap indicate the wind direction having turned
to northeasterly there (for details, see Fig. 9). The latter would
also be consistent with the forecasted surface winds shown in
Fig. 3. For the subsequent retrieval of wind speed from satellite,
an a priori value of 45◦ is selected for the wind direction.
IV. EMPIRICAL FETCH RELATIONS ON WIND WAVES IN
THE OCEAN
The growth of wind sea is powered by interaction with local
wind. The theory of wind waves builds upon the idealized situation of fetch-limited geometry. This implies a constant wind
directed across a boundary line (e.g., coastline). Thus, the wind
acts on waves over a clearly defined distance, the so-called fetch.
The generation of waves starts from a completely calm sea at
time t = 0.
The basis for our knowledge on the fetch-limited generation
of wind waves are field experiments. Among the early campaigns, the Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP) [10] is
widely known. Its main experiment was conducted in 1969. It
consisted of a wave array extending from the North Frisian Island of Sylt westward into the North Sea over a distance of 160
km. Depending on the wind condition, this came close to an ideal
fetch-limited geometry. Based on statistical methods, empiri-

with g being the gravitational acceleration and U10 the wind
speed 10 m above the sea surface.
However, certain inconsistency between one another showed
up from different field experiments. This was corroborated by
the Sea Wave Modeling Project (SWAMP) Group [23], an initiative comparing the results of sea state models. This gave rise
to the combination and reanalysis of observational datasets. The
study of [11] revisited the existing field data. Measurements under variable and decreasing/increasing wind were excluded from
analysis. The remaining data were separated into the cases of stable and unstable atmospheric stratification. For stable/unstable
stratification (and also for the composite data), fetch relations
of the following form were obtained:
˜ = αx̃β

(4)

with α and β being case-dependent constants. The values of β
are given by 0.76 and 0.94 for stable and unstable stratification,
respectively (0.9 for composite data).
By implication, the wave energy increases as a function of
fetch x and wind speed U10 . At the ice edge, the fetch length,
however, cannot readily be estimated. That is because the ice
edge typically has a fuzzy shape. Moreover, the ice concentration changes intermittently between large values in the interior
MIZ to zero at the open ocean boundary. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate
this. As observed during the Sikuliaq cruise, wave growth may
already start in waters infested or surrounded by ice some kilometers before encountering the open-water boundary (see [25],
for the cruise day of October 18). For overall fetch lengths of
several tens of kilometers, which are given in the following, this
is a considerable source of uncertainty. That is why, fetch values
are assumed to be well defined, but not further specified from
SAR images in the following. Apart from that, TS-X observation on wave growth with the fetch being sharply limited by a
coastline was already reported in the article of [6].
With respect to SAR images, the following relationship between wave growth and wind speed is expected. For a uniform
wind field, each image point has a characteristic fetch x. For simplicity, we approximate β in (4) to be equal to 1. Based on (1),
2
= U2 = const
(3), and (4), x = const is equivalent with ˜U10
10

2
(const denotes a constant value). This, in turn, gives  ∼ U10
(∼ means proportionality).
Inserting this into the following re√
lation HS = 4 , see e.g. [20], yields HS ∼ U10 . Of course,
real wind and wave fields have departures from the idealized
situation assumed above. Wind varies in space and time. In
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Fig. 5. (Left) Three subscenes are highlighted, labeled as A, B, and C. On the right, these subscenes are shown enlarged. For each of them, the corresponding
image spectrum is provided below. In the spectra, the wavelengths of 50, 100, and 150 m are represented by black circles. High-pass filtering was applied to
wavelengths larger than 200 m in order to exclude spectral signals from potential longer wave-like structures, e.g., wind streaks. Hence, the spectral energy was
forced to zero in the middle of the spectra. A pattern of swell waves with a wavelength of around 100 m is clearly visible from the subscenes. This swell wave
system is represented by a pronounced peak in the spectra (colored red). Due to a 180◦ ambiguity, this peak appears actually twice in each spectrum, on the left
and right of its middle. Note that short wind waves are not evident from the subscenes and image spectra, likely being subject to SAR-specific nonlinear imaging
effects, as explained in Section V-B.

Fig. 6. (Left) Geographical positions of satellite images 1–3 are shown (for the definition of images, see Fig. 1). (Middle) H S data from all three images are
plotted (values lower than 0.2 m were omitted). (Right) Same for U 1 0 data. Both in the H S and U 1 0 plot, the geolocations of the ECMWF wave spectra shown in
Fig. 8 are marked by plus signs.

addition, the wave height generated by local wind may be
overlaid by that from the passage of swell waves. However,
considerable correlation between HS and U10 may still be
given, particularly if swell is not dominant. To date, the latter applies in general to the Beaufort/Chukchi Sea, e.g., [26].
Based on a wave record over summer/fall 2012, Thomson and
Rogers[24] pointed out that correlation between wind speed
and wave energy is still notable for fetch lengths on the order
of 1000 km.
Kahma and Calkoen[11] obtained as relation between
peak wave frequency and fetch for unstable atmospheric

stratification
ω̃p = 14.2x̃−0.28 .

(5)

In the following, the dispersion relation for ocean waves in deep
water is used for the conversion of the peak wave frequency ωp
to peak wave wavelength λp :
ω 2 = (2πf )2 = gk
2π
T

(6)

being the angular frequency of waves, T the wave
with ω =
period, f the wave frequency, k = 2π
λ the wave number, and λ
the wavelength.
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Fig. 7. Growth of H S as a function of the fetch for the wind speeds of
2.5 m·s−1 (blue), 5 m·s−1 (green), and 7.5 m·s−1 (red). This is based on the
empirical fetch relations for the case of unstable atmospheric stratification.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Observed Sea State Variability
In the left part of Fig. 5, the Stripmap scene from TS-X introduced before is shown with three subscenes of ∼ 5 × 5 km
highlighted, labeled as A, B, and C. These subscenes represent
different portions of the open-water part of the Stripmap. Subscene A was selected from the interior part of image 3, B from
image 2, and C from image 1. On the right, an enlargement of
the subscenes and their FFT-based image spectra are presented.
From all subscenes, a sea state pattern is clearly evident. The
peak wavelength resulting from the image spectra is around
100 m. The peak wave direction is close to the right-to-left
image direction. Since the scene is tilted clockwise by around
19.5◦ with respect to the north-to-south direction, the waves are
coming from about 110◦ and moving toward 290◦ . Note that
this is the identical direction of the easterly wind measured by
the R/V Sikuliaq near the northern end of the Stripmap earlier
on this day. Moreover, this is consistent with a field of swell
waves forecasted by the ECMWF as follows from Section IIIA. Note that the characteristics of the selected subscenes are
not quite identical when quantifying the impact of nonlinear
imaging effects, as pointed out in Section V-B.
In Fig. 6, contour plots showing satellite data of HS and U10
from TS-X images 1–3 are provided. These data were inferred
by sea state and wind analysis, as described in Section II. They
were determined following a raster pattern with steps of 2500 m
between adjacent points for each of the images. Each piece
of data is centered within the corresponding image subscene
of ∼ 5 × 5 km which underwent FFT. Color scales comprising
the HS range from 0.2 to 1.9 m and the U10 range from 2 to
7.5 m·s−1 , respectively, are given on the left of the plots. From
image 3 to 1, HS increases from values of 0.2–0.5 m to values
of 1.5–2 m and U10 from 2 to 6–7 m·s−1 and more. Note that
HS values lower than 0.2 m were omitted in the HS plot of the
figure (by contrast, all wind data are shown in the U10 plot). As
follows, below-threshold HS data were obtained in the upper
part of satellite image 3, which is near the ice edge.

Fig. 8. Two-dimensional wave spectra from operational ECMWF analysis for
October 18, 2015, at 18 UTC. The spectral energy (normalized by its maximum
value) is provided as a function of frequency. The middle of each spectrum is
zero frequency. It is surrounded by concentric circles in steps of 0.05 Hz. Color
scale on the right of each spectrum. Note that a wave system from the east yields
a signal in the western part of the spectrum and vice versa. The geolocations of
the spectra are provided in the spectrum headers. These geolocations are also
marked in Fig. 6 by plus signs.

Of course, variations in wave height may be related to the
field of swell waves. As follows from Section III-A, the swell
waves were generated by winds well to the east of the Stripmap
acquisition area. Along a few hundred kilometers to the east of
it, the wave height exhibits some tendency to decrease at the
coast of Northern Alaska and at the ice edge as evident from
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Fig. 9. Distribution of wind speeds is shown for satellite image 1. The data were determined at a much finer spatial resolution than for the wind plot in Fig. 6
(there, the same subscene size as for sea state analysis was used). For the purpose of demonstration, much smaller subscenes were used here. The plot clearly
reveals wind streak patterns, which have close to northeasterly direction. Wind speeds are as well given by black arrows. Their length corresponds with the values
of speed. The arrow direction is northeasterly, i.e., 45◦ . The latter is the a priori value of the wind direction, which was selected as input variable for the XMOD-2
algorithm.

the lower panel of Fig. 3. The latter is likely to be explained
by reduced fetch arising from geometrical constraints due to
surrounding land/ice. Similar observations are reported in [9].
As pointed out, other potential drivers of wave height decay at
the ice edge are wave attenuation in partially ice-covered water
and reduced wind speed over ice.
Another potential driver of wave height variability is the interaction with local winds. From the data plots in Fig. 6, it can
be readily seen that the patterns of HS and U10 data follow
one another. The figure shows that HS increases by around
1 m from near the ice edge toward the bottom of the Stripmap
scene. As noted in Section III-B, local winds are expected to be
northeasterly. This points toward a fetch length on the order of
100–200 km between the ice edge and the bottom part of the
Stripmap image (compared with the ice concentration map in
Fig. 2). The observed increase of HS is well within the wave
growth expected from fetch relations, with wind speeds being
limited by values of 2 and 7.5 m·s−1 , which is the range of

the wind plot in Fig. 6, and the atmospheric stratification being
unstable. Based on the fetch relations described in Section IV,
empirically expected HS values are plotted as a function of the
fetch for different wind speeds and unstable atmospheric condition in Fig. 7. As pointed out in Section III-B, the advection
of relatively cold Arctic air over open water is a source for
atmospheric instability.
B. Nonlinear Imaging Effects
Contrastingly, wind wave systems with wavelengths clearly
shorter than those of the swell waves, described before, are not
identifiable from visual inspection of satellite images and subscenes (compare Fig. 5). If present, their wavelength and direction may be in the nonlinear imaging regime of TS-X. The latter
is both empirically known [18, appendix] and also expected
from SAR imaging theory [6]. An upper limit of the short wavelengths possible here may be estimated as follows. Wave growth
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under unstable atmospheric stratification is assumed. For a fetch
of 100 km, larger-than-actual values of 10 m·s−1 are taken as
wind speed. Using (2), (3), (5), and (6), this yields a value of
wavelength of around 50 m. If the wave propagation direction
is close to the azimuth direction, this is still inside the nonlinear
imaging regime of TS-X (compare [6, Fig. 11], curve for TS-X
and Φ = 0).
On the other hand, the imaging quality of the longer swell
waves does not strongly suffer from SAR-specific nonlinear
imaging effects. Arising from short and random water waves
and turbulent water motion, nonlinear imaging effects produce
image spectrum noise smeared out in the satellite cross-flight
direction at small values of wavelengths. In [19], a quantity was
introduced to estimate their potential to defocus or overlay short
range traveling ocean waves, Rin/out . It is calculated as the ratio
of the typical spectrum noise inside the domain with nonlinear
imaging effects (cutoff) being of consequence to that outside.
For long ocean waves being practically linearly imaged by SAR,
Rin/out approaches 1, whereas values of 3–5 are indicative of
strong impact. Here, intermediate values of Rin/out were found.
They are typically between 3 and 3.5 for images 1 and 2 and
between 2 and 3 for image 3. Typical image spectra like those
in Fig. 5 do not exhibit very strong defocusing.
C. Cross-Check With Operational ECMWF Data
In Fig. 8, 2-D wave spectra for October 18, 2015, at 18 UTC,
from operational ECMWF analysis are presented. The geolocations of all three wave spectra are also marked in Fig. 6. The
ECMWF spectra indicate three wave systems with the dominant one being a swell from the east. In addition, there is a weak
signal from another swell from the west. The dominant swell
has a frequency of somewhat below 0.15 Hz, which is around
100-m wavelength, and the weak swell of somewhat above 0.15
Hz, which is 50–100 m wavelength. These wave systems are
consistent with the wave spectra from TS-X shown in Fig. 5.
They exhibit the highest spectral energy at wavelength between
50 and 100 m around the satellite cross-flight direction.
Moreover, the ECMWF wave spectra in Fig. 8 show a wind
wave system. As typical for wind sea, the latter has considerable
directional spread. The spectra indicate a relatively broad secondary maximum in the south–west-south direction. From the
top to bottom spectrum of the figure, the corresponding wave
frequencies are shifted toward lower values, i.e., the wavelengths
increase. For the bottom spectrum, the wave frequencies still remain above 0.15 Hz, i.e., the wavelengths are still smaller than
70 m. As follows, the preferential direction of those waves is
relatively close aligned with the satellite flight direction at the
image acquisition. As already mentioned before, the latter is
tilted clockwise by 19.5◦ with respect to the north-to-south direction. Overall, this matches the scenario of short wind waves
being in the nonlinear imaging regime of TS-X described in
Section V-B.
Operational ECMWF analysis yields an HS value of 1.19 m
associated with the top spectrum in Fig. 8. For the middle and
bottom spectrum, HS is 1.35 and 1.48 m, respectively. Thus, an
increase of HS from the geolocation of the top spectrum toward
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that of the bottom spectrum is shown in qualitative agreement
with TS-X data (compare Fig. 6).
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The basis for this investigation was a Stripmap scene from the
TS-X satellite on October 18, 2015, at ∼18 UTC. The scene has
a length of more than 100 km and the imaged area extends from
the Arctic ice edge into the open water of Beaufort/Chukchi
Sea. A field of swell waves was clearly revealed by TS-X.
The local meteorological situation is characterized by weak
to moderate winds with considerable spatial variability. From
the satellite scene, data on the significant wave height and wind
speed were retrieved.
The wave height was detected to grow with increasing distance from the ice edge. Over the length of three single satellite
images (single length is 30 km), the significant wave height
grew by around 1 m. Consistent with empirical fetch relations,
the estimated fetch of 100–200 km and rather moderate winds,
under unstable atmospheric stratification, are quite sufficient for
this.
As well, the possibility of local wind contributing to the observed wave height increase is supported by ECMWF data.
This case study demonstrates that the wind wave interaction in
marginal seas of the Arctic Ocean needs attention. This applies
particularly in the context of the emergence of swell waves in
those seas in recent times [24]. Both swell and local wind sea
may contribute significantly to the overall sea state.
This paper provides an up-to-date insight in the possibility to
monitor sea state in Arctic marginal seas using Stripmap scenes
from the TS-X satellite. It is worthwhile pointing out that although short wind waves may not be (linearly) imaged by SAR,
their contribution to the overall wave height is accounted for
by the satellite retrieval algorithm used here. Data comparisons
between SAR satellites and wave/ice models are of significant
interest accordingly. An example satellite-to-model comparison
in the Beaufort/Chukchi Sea was already shown in [9].
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